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This note presents a method to authenticate a quantum message based on  
the idea of classical SN-S authentication code and the computations between  
different quantum registers. If the pre-coding generator matrix in SN-S code  
is public, the quantum scheme is a public-key data integrity scheme; if it is  
secret, the quantum scheme is a hybrid data origin authentication scheme. 
 
 
Authentication of quantum message [1] is a basic aspect of quantum cryptology. This 
note presents a scheme based on a classical NP-Complete problem for authenticating a 
quantum message.  
Consider the original SN-S authentication code[2]. Suppose Generator matrix sG is 
k by 1n  matrix and in standard form: ][ AIG ks = , where kI  is the k by k identity matrix, 
A is chosen randomly form k by kn −1 matrix. The ],[ 1 kn linear code generated by sG  
need not be of any error-correcting or error-detecting capability. Generalized inverse 
matrix −sG satisfies: kss IGG =− . Public matrix is SGPG =′ , where G is a generator matrix 
of a Goppa code C , S is an invertible matrix, and P is a permutation matrix. ( PGS ,, ) is the 
private key of the receiver Bob. The generalized inverse matrix −′G satisfies:
1n
IGG =′′ − .  
The encoding and decoding processes are:  
I. Encoding:  
rGsGm s ⊕′= .                                                   (1) 
II. Decoding: 
rGSsGrPPSGPsGmP ss ′⊕=⊕= −−− )()( 111 ,                        (2) 
where r ′ satisfies trWrW ≤=′ )()( , by means of fast decoding algorithm of Goppa 
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code we can get SsGs , then we get ssGx = . Because sG is in standard form, the 
first k-bits of x  is the source message s. Suppose the parity check matrix of the linear 
code generated by ][ AIG ks =  is sH , then ][ knTs IAH −−= . If the message Bob 
received has been changed in the channel, Bob will find that 0≠TsxH . 
 
Now let us consider the authentication scheme of quantum messages. A quantum 
message is a sequence of pure states: 
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the authentication of a pure state. Suppose Alice want to transmit a pure state ∑
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Bob with authentication, the encoding and decoding processes are: 
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2. Send: 
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II. Decoding: 
1. Compute:   
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where H is the parity check matrix of the Goppa code C . 
2. Measure the register III to get syndrome )( js , then to find )( je  via the fast 
decoding algorithm of the Goppa code C . 
3. Compute:  
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4. Measure the third register to check whether it is in the state 0 , then he get the 
message coming from Alice with authentication in the fifth register. 
 
(There are some brief explanations of the computations between different quantum 
registers involved here in arXiv: quant-ph/0310076.) 
 
If the matrix sG is public, the scheme is a public-key data integrity scheme. Data 
integrity is the property whereby data has not been altered in an unauthorized manner since 
the time it was created, transmitted, or stored by an authorized source [3]. The security of this 
public-key scheme is computational security. If the matrix sG is secret, the scheme is a 
hybrid data origin authentication (or message authentication) scheme.  
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